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A. Speaking
I.

Discuss the following questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Do you like to travel by plane, by ship, or by car?
Which one is comfortable?
How long does it take a ship to travel from the UK to the USA?
Do you know any famous ship that made that voyage?
What is Titanic? Why is it called so?
What happened to her?

II. Look at the picture below. Match each part of the ship with its corresponding number.

Deck
Stern
Bow
Bulbous Bow
Super structure

1

Propeller
Funnel (Chimney)
Anchor
Portside

This text is an adaptation of chapters II and V from the book Sinking of the Titanic and Great Sea Disasters, edited by Logan
Marshall, (n.d.).

B. Reading
III. Choose the best answer from those given. Read the text and check your answer.
1. Titanic set sail from ………………..
a) London

b) New York
c) Southampton
d) Liverpool

2. During the voyage, Titanic reached the speed of ……………….
a) 484
b) 519
c) 549
d) 579

3. Titanic reached full speed ……………………
a) On Monday
b) On Sunday
c) On Saturday
d) Never

4. Bunker N° 6 caught fire
a) In Southampton
b) On Monday
c) When they reached ice fields
d) On Sunday

5. Who saw the iceberg first?
a) William T. Murdock
b) The lookout men
c) Thomas Whiteley
d) An officer

6. According to the text, the accident could have been avoided if
a) The lookout men had called the cabin earlier
b) Murdock had answered the phone sooner
c) The men at the wheel had reacted quickly
d) The ship had struck the berg with its stern

THE MAIDEN VOYAGE OF THE TITANIC

E

ver was ill-starred voyage more auspiciously begun
than when the Titanic, newly crowned empress of the
seas, steamed majestically out of the port of
Southampton at noon on Wednesday, April 10th 1912, bound for
New York.
Majestic and beautiful the ship rested on the water, marvel
of shipbuilding, worthy of any sea. As this new queen of the
ocean moved slowly from her dock, no one questioned her
construction: she was fitted with an elaborate system of watertight compartments, calculated to make her unsinkable; she had been pronounced the safest as well as the
most sumptuous Atlantic liner afloat.
Then the Titanic, with the people on board waving handkerchiefs and shouting good-byes that could be
heard only as a buzzing murmur on shore, rode away on the ocean, proudly, majestically, her head up and,
so it seemed, her shoulders thrown back. If ever a vessel seemed to throb with proud life, if ever a monster
of the sea seemed to "feel its oats" and strain at the leash, if ever a ship seemed to have breeding and blue
blood that would keep it going until its heart broke, that ship was the Titanic.
The Titanic made 484 miles as her first day's run, her powerful new engines turning over at the rate of
seventy revolutions. On the second day out the speed was hit up to seventy-three revolutions and the run
for the day was bulletined as 519 miles. Still further increasing the speed, the rate of revolution of the
engines was raised to seventy-five and the day's run was 549 miles, the best yet scheduled. [A……]. She
was capable of turning over about seventy-eight revolutions. Had the weather conditions been propitious,
it was intended to press the great racer to the full limit of her speed on Monday. But for the Titanic
Monday never came.
Unknown to the passengers, the Titanic was on fire from the day she sailed from Southampton.

[B……]. The fire started in bunker No. 6. There were hundreds of tons of coal stored there. The coal on
top of the bunker was wet, as all the coal should have been, but down at the bottom of the bunker the coal
had been permitted to get dry. The dry coal at the bottom of the pile took fire, and smoldered for days.
The wet coal on top kept the flames from coming through, but down in the bottom of the bunkers the
flames were raging.
As early as Sunday afternoon the officers of the Titanic must have known that they were approaching
dangerous ice fields of the kind that are a perennial menace to the safety of steamships following the
regular transatlantic lanes off the Great Banks of Newfoundland.
Sunday night, the magnificent ocean liner was plunging through a comparatively placid sea, on the
surface of which there was much mushy ice and here and there a number of comparatively harmlesslooking floes. [C….]. First Officer William T. Murdock was in charge of the bridge. The first intimation of
the presence of the iceberg that he received was from the lookout in the crow's nest. Three warnings were
transmitted from the crow's nest of the Titanic to the officer on the doomed steamship's bridge 15
minutes before she struck, according to Thomas Whiteley, a first saloon steward.

[D…….]. When, after the passing of those two or three fateful minutes an officer on the bridge lifted
the telephone receiver from its hook to answer the lookout, it was too late. The speeding liner, cleaving a
calm sea under a star-studded sky, had reached the floating mountain of ice, which the theoretically
"unsinkable" ship struck a crashing, if glancing, blow with her starboard bow. Had Murdock, according to

the account of the tragedy given by two of the Titanic's seamen, known how imperative was that call from
the lookout man, the men at the wheel of the liner might have swerved the great ship sufficiently to avoid
the berg altogether. At the worst, the vessel would probably have struck the mass of ice with her stern.

[E…..].
[F…...]. The first officer did not apparently realize that the great ship had received her death wound,
and none of the passengers had the slightest suspicion that anything more than a usual minor sea accident
had happened. Hundreds who had gone to their berths and were asleep were unawakened by the
vibration.

C. Comprehension
IV. Are these statements true or false? Discuss with your partner.
1. The Titanic had a sophisticated system that made her the safest ship.
2. The Titanic suffered from problems since the beginning of the voyage.
3. The ship was equipped with a system against icebergs.
4. The crew thought the ship was able to survive a collision with an iceberg.
5. The fire in the bunker was one of the causes of the collision.
6. The shock of the collision alarmed everybody on the ship.
Read the text again to check your answers.
V. The following statements have been taken from the text. Put each one back in its original place (AF).
1. When at last the danger was realized, the great ship was so close upon the berg that it was
practically impossible to avoid collision with it.
2. The shock was almost imperceptible
3. The night was clear and stars visible
4. The lookout saw a towering "blue berg" looming up in the sea path of the Titanic, and called the
bridge on the ship's telephone
5. Her officers and crew knew it, for they had fought the fire for days
6. But the ship had not yet been speeded to her capacity
VI. Answer these questions about the text using your own words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is the writer’s view of the Titanic?
What was the turning point in the course of events?
What kind of damage hit the ship?
What could have happened if the crew had reacted sooner?
How do you interpret the fire on the ship?
What do you think of the way the crew reacted?
What changed would you have recommended to avoid the collision?
How would you feel if you were among the passengers on the ship?

D. Vocabulary
VII. Find words or expressions with the same meanings as the following
1

…………………………

a structure extending alongshore or into the water to which boats may be moored.
(Paragraph 2)

2

…………………………

splendid and expensive-looking (Paragraph 2)

3

………………………….

a beat or sound with a strong, regular rhythm (Paragraph 3)

4

…………………………

feel lively and energetic. (Paragraph 3)

5

…………………………

be eager or enthusiastic to begin or do something (Paragraph 3)

6

…………………………

giving or indicating a favorable chance of success (Paragraph 4)

7

…………………………

burn slowly with smoke but no flame. (Paragraph 5)

8

…………………………

Constant or permanent (Paragraph 6)

9

…………………………

calm and quiet (Paragraph 7)

10

…………………………

soft or squashy (Paragraph 7)

11

…………………………

a sheet of floating ice. (Paragraph 7)

12

…………………………

split or cut through something (Paragraph 8)

13

…………………………

filled with stars. (Paragraph 8)

14

…………………………

change direction abruptly. (Paragraph 8)

15

…………………………

the rear part of a ship or a boat (Paragraph 8)

16

…………………………

a sleeping place on a passenger ship for people (Paragraph 9)

VIII.

Use the words above to complete the following sentences. Pay attention to the form.

1. Boat painting should be carried out in the covered …………………………..
2. We were invited to a …………………….. five-course dinner yesterday.
3. If you overcook that stew, the food will become too …………………. and no one will like it.
4. John was ………………… his …………… and decided to go out clubbing with friends.
5. He kept …………………….. with his car on the road so fast that he made other drivers panic.
6. All the …………………. on the right of the corridor are heated.
7. Our hotel room looked over a ………………… lake with many trees and flowers on its sides.
8. We had to …………………….. our path through the thick bushes in the forest to get here.
9. The book he first wrote is one of the ………………… bestsellers of all time.
10. They sat in front of the fireplace looking at the ………………………. ash.
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Deck
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IV
A. When at last the danger was realized, the great ship was so close upon the berg that it was
practically impossible to avoid collision with it.
B. The shock was almost imperceptible
C. The night was clear and stars visible
D. The lookout saw a towering "blue berg" looming up in the sea path of the Titanic, and called the
bridge on the ship's telephone
E. Her officers and crew knew it, for they had fought the fire for days
F. But the ship had not yet been speeded to her capacity

V
1. The writer admires the ship.
2. When the lookout men saw the iceberg.
3. The ship hit the iceberg with its starboard bow which got damaged and the water came into the
ship and it sank.
4. They could have swerved the ship to avoid the collision.
5. It could be a sign of problems during the voyage.
6. Hey tried to act professionally and did their best.
7. Slow down when the ship entered the ice field to avoid any accidents.
8. I would feel scared, worried, etc.

Vocabulary
VI
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dock
Sumptuous
Throb
feel its oats

5. strain at the
leash
6. propitious
7. Smoldered

8. Perennial
9. Placid
10. Mushy
11. Floes

12. cleaving
13. star-studded
14. Swerved
15. Stern

16. Berths

VII
1. dock
2. sumptuous
3. mushy

4. feeling his
oats
5. swerving

6. berth
7. placid
8. cleave

9. perennial
10. smolderin
g
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